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The economic stimulus package signed by President Barack Obama on February 17 included a $19 billion investment in health information technology. How can we best take advantage of this unprecedented opportunity to computerize health care and stimulate the health information economy while also stimulating the U.S. economy? A health care system adapting to the effects of an aging population, growing expenditures, and a diminishing primary care workforce needs the support of a flexible information infrastructure that facilitates innovation in wellness, health care, and public health.

Flexibility is critical, since the system will have to function under new policies and in the service of new health care delivery mechanisms, and it will need to incorporate emerging information technologies on an ongoing basis. As we seek to design a system that will constantly evolve and encourage innovation, we can glean lessons from large-scale information-technology successes in other fields. An essential first lesson is that ideally, system components should be not only interoperable but also substitutable.

The Apple iPhone, for example, uses a software platform with a published interface that allows software developers outside Apple to create applications; there are now nearly 10,000 applications that consumers can download and use with the common phone interface. The platform separates the system from the functional-
ity provided by the applications. And the applications are substitutable: a consumer can download a calendar reminder system, reject it, and then download another one. The consumer is committed to the platform, but the applications compete on value and cost. The Facebook social networking site is another example: it allows users to connect their core accounts to applications that add value for them, from family-tree builders to programs that track flu-like symptoms or encourage blood donation. And of course, there is the Web itself, which supports myriad applications — some proprietary, some not — many of which interoperate. For example, users with a personalized Google home page can populate it with widgets from Yahoo. Again, all these programs compete with each other and can be substituted for one another, entirely and modularly.

The platform approach to software design can be used to create and sustain an extensible ecosystem of applications and to stimulate a market for competition on value and price. We believe that the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) should encourage the development of such a platform for health care — one that will support applications for communication and computation that span the domains of clinical care, public health, and research. There are early-stage examples of platforms in health care already. For instance, the emerging model of personally controlled health records (PCHR)s is based on a platform that has been adopted by Microsoft and Google, as well as by the Dossia consortium of large employers for its rollout of the Indivo product to employees of consortium companies. There is now an active marketplace of enterprises building PCHR applications.

We take it as a given that health care software must be interoperable and secure and must protect patient privacy. But these qualities are not sufficient to produce an optimal system, which must evolve on a health care platform that extends beyond PCHRs to include other critical infrastructural components, such as medical-practice-based electronic health records (EHRs) and applications that support the complex communication required in health care. We believe that such
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**Categories of Substitutable Applications with Selected Examples.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose of Application</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medication management</td>
<td>Prescribing, Clinician-order entry, Medication reconciliation, Drug-safety alerts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Structured text entry, Dictation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel management</td>
<td>Disease management, Appointment and testing reminders, Care instructions, Results notification, Patient behavior modification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality improvement</td>
<td>The Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS), Management of patient transfer and transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative tools</td>
<td>Billing, Referral management, Risk stratification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Doctor–patient communication, Multispecialty or team communication, Patient support, Patient or clinician social networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health reporting</td>
<td>Notifiable disease reporting, Biosurveillance, Pharmacosurveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Clinical trial eligibility, Cohort study tools, Electronic data capture for trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision support</td>
<td>Laboratory-test interpretation, Genomics, Guideline management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data acquisition (subscription)</td>
<td>Laboratory data feed, Dispensed medication feed, Personally controlled health record data feed, Public health data feeds (e.g., local context for infectious diseases)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The proposed platform would allow a clinical practice or hospital to select the combination of applications that are most useful for the local environment. As alternative applications are developed by competitors, the existing ones may be replaced, or new ones added.
a platform should have a number of additional key characteristics.

First, there should be liquidity of data. The platform and its applications should reduce impediments to the transfer of data, in an agreed-upon form, from one system to another. In the banking industry, the automatic teller machine (ATM) is predicated on highly standardized, simple operations. Participation requires at least a minimal amount of data liquidity — ATMs enable consumers from virtually any bank to withdraw money, although only some ATMs can provide a given consumer with his or her account balance.

Second, there should be substitutability of applications (see table). The system should be sufficiently modular and interoperable so that a primary care provider could readily use a billing system from one vendor, a prescription-writing program from another, and a laboratory information system from yet another. Individual systems do not need to perform all functions. (Analogously, a customer cannot apply for a mortgage at an ATM.)

But substitutability goes beyond interoperability. Just as consumers may swap out applications on their iPhones, physicians should be able to readily replace one referral-management system with another. Companies are beginning to offer modular services driven by common data elements found in claims, EHRs, and PCHRss.

Third, the platform should be built to open standards, accommodating both open-source and closed-source software. Though installation of open-source software is not free, its use decouples the software code from implementation and integration tasks and facilitates customization, extension, and innovation.

Finally, just as evolution requires variety in order to create ecosystem niches, a platform that supports diverse applications will lead to a robust health information economy. This architecture reduces dependence on individual systems by allowing competition and “natural selection” for high-value, low-cost products. This approach contrasts sharply with design of a national system by committee. Like standards, system design must be driven by successful, real-world innovations; an incremental and iterative process is more likely than a wholesale advance prescription to be successful. The platform model allows disruptive technologies to emerge and enables evolution to proceed organically. New companies and players that will contribute to transformation must be recognized and welcomed.

The DHHS could promote the creation of such a system by taking certain actions in terms of regulation, the creation of incentives, and the evaluation of results. Although the platform we envision would support a free marketplace of products and ideas, oversight and regulation are important.

The DHHS should ensure that the dominant driving force is the maximization of health and that adequate privacy protection is in place. We must decide as a society what kinds of transactions such a system would be permitted to support. For example, should the platform permit direct-to-consumer advertising or procurement of samples for research?

At the same time, federal incentives should be offered to providers to make use of health information technology in clinical decision making and in efforts to improve the quality of care and acquire population data for public health. The design of incentives should be built on a realistic respect for physicians’ time and effort in order to avoid turning physicians into scribes. A positive step would be to reduce demands for excessive documentation to support billing and medicolegal defense, so that valuable data-entry efforts could serve nobler goals.

In addition, the DHHS should institute a transparent process for evaluation of the platform, individual applications, and the effects of the system on outcomes (health, patient safety, and public health), process measures (physicians’ workflow), and costs (of the information technology as well as the provision of health care that relies on it). Ideally, the platform would support applications that would readily allow trials and observational studies of the technology and of therapies and delivery models, promoting what the Institute of Medicine calls a learning health care system.

To get started on this platform, the DHHS should demonstrate at least the kind of interoperability and substitutability that banks have instituted with ATMs. For example, can we produce a medication list for every American that can be obtained through standards-based, interoperable, substitutable applications? It would be a catalytic investment on the part of the government to ensure that such functionality is comfortably seated on a platform that stimulates evolution and competition among contending, substitutable applications.

Medicine is increasingly becoming a knowledge and information...
industry, but it did not invent information technology or the Web.\(^5\)

It makes sense to draw on other sectors’ successes in making this type of transition, and they teach us that if we are to use information technology to improve health care, the variety of practice sizes and styles needs to be complemented by collections of information functions that are packaged on a consistent platform. The applications enabling these functions should be as substitutable as different stethoscopes in a doctor’s office.
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Screening for Prostate Cancer

Thomas H. Lee, M.D., Philip W. Kantoff, M.D., and Mary F. McNaughton-Collins, M.D.

In two large randomized trials, researchers examined the effect of annual prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening on the rate of death from prostate cancer and found that it was small and was offset by false positive diagnoses (study results available at NEJM.org). On February 27, 2009, the Journal hosted a debate about the clinical implications of these findings, the risks and benefits of screening, and the best way to advise patients about undergoing PSA testing. Should these studies change practice? Watch the video, participate in the poll, and contribute your thoughts at NEJM.org.